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초

낮  연  비  갖는 랜  라클  전  RFID  

                       심 검

                                                             수 : 정  

                                                             조  원 컴퓨 공

  무  주파수 식  (RFID) 술  적  전 고 숙  가는 것처럼, RFID 태

그   에  현  수 다. 러  들에 는 RFID 태그  리 가 

무  매체를 공  문에 공격 는 RFID 시스 에  다  공격  시  수 

다. 런 다  공격들  저   리는 참여 태그들  실제 를 노출

 고   가능  RFID 에게 강  라 시  보  보호를 

제공 는 랜  라클  전  RFID  (SRAP)  제 다. SRAP는 

태그  추적  뿐만 니라  제공 다.   또  늘 전  

가 미래에 생 는 조 에  비  태그  정보가 누출 라  전  

보 는 전  보 (전  라 시)를 제공 다. 본 논문에  리는 RFID 시스

 과 라 시를  정식 보   정 다.   에 리는 

과 라 시   만족 는  SRAP를 다. 여 에 , 

제  SRAP는  수 는   극  원  제  저비  RFID 태그에 

적  매  적  원  다. 특히, 연  비 에 , SRAP  연  비 과 

 저 공간  전  연 에  보 는 것보다 적다.
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ABSTRACT

A Secure RFID Authentication Protocol in the Random Oracle 

Model with Low Computational Cost

                            Jian Shen

                                                             Advisor : Prof. Il Yong Chung, Ph.D.

                                                             Department of Computer Engineering,

                                                             Graduate School of Chosun University

  As the radio frequency identification (RFID) technology continues to evolve and 

mature, RFID tags can be implemented in a wide range of applications. Due to 

the shared wireless medium between the RFID reader and the RFID tags, 

adversaries can launch various attacks on the RFID system. To thwart different 

types of attacks, we propose a Secure RFID Authentication Protocol in Random 

Oracle Models (SRAP), which can accomplish the authentication without 

disclosing real IDs of the participating tags and provide strong privacy and 

security protection with RFID users. SRAP offers the anonymity of tags in 

addition to tag untraceability. It also provides forward security (forward privacy) 

which ensures that data transmitted today will still be secure even if secret tag 

information is revealed by tampering in the future. In this paper, we define a 

formal security model for authentication and privacy in RFID systems. Under this 

model, we describe the protocol that provably achieves the properties of 

authentication and privacy. In addition, the proposed SRAP requires only little 

resources to perform the authentication, which is suitable for highly 
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resource-constrained low-cost RFID tags. Particularly, the computational cost, 

communication cost and storage requirement in SRAP are all less than those in 

the previous researches. 
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1. Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a rapid growing technology for 

automated identification of objects and people. RFID devices are fast becoming 

one of the most popular technologies ever to enter the consumer marketplace. 

These so-called RFID devices (better known as RFID tags) are small microchips 

designed for wireless data transmission. There are three kinds of RFID tags: 

passive tags, semi-passive tags and active tags [1]. Our focus in this paper is 

on the passive tags due to their low cost and promising future. Passive RFID 

tags are expected to be a next-generation successor to barcodes, leading to 

new markets in various fields. However, these tags have no on-board power 

source and they only derive their transmission power from the signal of an 

interrogating reader. That is, these tags are more challenging because of the 

resource-constrained environment. These resource constrains arise primarily due 

to cost consideration and their size. Low processing power and low memory 

necessitates the use of lightweight cryptography for dealing with privacy and 

security issues. 

Nowadays, RFID is used in a wide variety of applications, from remote keyless 

entry for automobiles to highway toll collection, supply-chain and inventory 

management, theft prevention, security and access control, and 

anti-counterfeiting protection [2], [3]. Fig. 1 to Fig. 4 show some examples of 

RFID application. As we know, RFID tags are gradually used to replace 

barcodes. Compared with barcodes, RFID tags are able to store significantly 

more data and do not require line-of-sight contact. Although RFID tags are 

purported to supplant the ubiquitous barcode on almost every grocery product in 

the very near future, privacy and security issues associated with their use 

hamper their smooth implementation. Note here that RFID privacy concerns the 
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problem of misbehaving readers harvesting information from well-behaving tags, 

while RFID authentication concerns the problem of well-behaving readers 

harvesting information from misbehaving tags [1]. Lots of complicated and 

powerful cryptographic algorithms cannot be implemented in RFID tags due to 

the constrained resource. Hence, designing a lightweight cryptosystem in RFID 

to protect the privacy and security of RFID system is one of the most 

challenging tasks.

Fig.1 Remote keyless entry for automobiles.
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Fig. 2 Highway toll collection.

Fig.3 Supply-chain and inventory management.
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Fig. 4 RFID anti-counterfeiting protection.

RFID system has many benefits [13], [14], for example, in libraries where 

putting an electronic tag in each book simplifies the borrowing and returning 

procedures and facilitates the staff’s job. However, to receive the benefits of 

RFID, we must overcome the security and privacy problems. The former 

assesses the soundness of authentication and the latter assesses the ability to 

resist the tracking (tracing) attacks. Tag authentication and reader authentication 

are basic requirements, which ensure that only correct tags or readers can be 

accepted. Tag untraceability is another important security requirement. Due to 

the basic functionality of RFID [1], [15], the responses from tags are 

transmitted indiscriminately. This property can be utilized by adversaries to track 

a specific user or object. The traceability of tags, and by extension of people, 

is a difficulty that RFID technology must surmount if it is to be widely used. In 

addition, forward-security is also a significant requirement. RFID tags are not 

tamper-proof devices, so adversaries can easily obtain the secret data stored in 
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the tags. Forward-security is required to protect the tag’s previous data. Other 

security requirements such as self-synchronization and replay attack resistance 

are also important and need to be satisfied.

Recent works in RFID attempt to solve the RFID privacy and security problems, 

however they usually use real IDs of the participating tags to do the 

authentication during the communications between the reader and the tag. In 

general, the RFID reader or the back-end server stores all the IDs and secret 

passwords of RFID tags. After the reader queries the tag, the tag can transmit a 

reply to the reader. Based on the reply, the reader or the back-end server can 

verify whether the tag is genuine. Unfortunately, the procedures of authentication 

with real IDs of the tags are very dangerous. Once the real IDs of the tags are 

exposed, the adversary can easily obtain the privacy information of the tags as 

well as the privacy information of their related owners. It would further result in 

the fact that the adversary is able to track the possessor of the products 

attached with the tags. Pseudonyms can be used to substitute the real ID of the 

tag to protect the privacy, however only static pseudonyms are not enough to 

defend against tracking attacks. The reason is the static pseudonyms will be 

analyzed the same way as its real ID. Therefore, the tag should use dynamic 

pseudonyms instead and update its pseudonym after each successful 

authentication protocol session. Lots of researches [4]-[12], [30], [31], [42], 

[43], [45]-[48] focus on designing authentication protocols in RFID-tagged 

systems to protect the privacy and security of the use of RFID tags, however 

some of them either violate the privacy and security requirements or satisfy the 

requirements but with high cost.

In this paper, we first define a formal security model for authentication and 

privacy in RFID system. Under this model, we then propose an Secure RFID 

Authentication Protocol (SRAP) that provides strong privacy and security 

protection of the RFID users. Note that SRAP can perform the authentication 

without disclosing real IDs of the participating tags. Except the basic mutual 

authentication, our protocol offers tag untraceability to resist the tracking attack 

and forward-security to protect tags’ history. In addition, other security 
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requirements such as self-synchronization, replay attack resistance and 

disclosure attack resistance are also satisfied in SRAP. Finally, we analyze the 

privacy and security of the proposed protocol and show the proofs. Compared 

with the previous researches, the major advantage of SRAP is that SRAP can 

withstand different types of attacks with low cost, which satisfies the 

requirement of highly resource-constrained RFID tags. In particular, the proposed 

SRAP requires only 8 hash operations and 18 bit-wise operations for 

computational cost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the following section, some 

related works are briefly introduced. Security model and definitions are presented 

in Section 3. Under this model, a secure RFID authentication protocol (SRAP) is 

described in detail in Section 4. Security analysis and performance analysis are 

shown in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. Finally, the conclusions of this 

paper are covered in Section 7.
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2. Related Work

The success of RFID tag implementations depends on addressing privacy and 

security issues surrounding the use of RFID tags. People always hope that their 

privacy and security are able to be protected. However, a majority of existing 

RFID tag implementations are not secure, even though the RFID technology 

increases the safety of food and drugs through proper monitoring and 

counterfeit prevention. These tags can broadcast information about their 

presence so that an adversary can silently track and monitor the presence of an 

RFID tag from a distance without the knowledge of the person holding the 

tagged object [13]. Therefore, a robust RFID authentication protocol is needed 

to provide strong privacy and security protection of the RFID users.

In order to design a robust RFID authentication protocol, we need first define 

a proper security model, under which we describe the protocol and achieve the 

provable security properties [33]. Avoine [34], Juels and Weis [35], Vaudenay 

[36], and Ouafi and C. W. Phan [37] made the notable work in designing 

privacy models in RFID system. Their models differ in the treatment of the 

adversary’s ability to corrupt tags. Our model in this paper is mainly based on 

[35], [37]. 

  Recent researches in RFID authentication protocols focus on offering adequate 

privacy and security protection of the use of RFID tags with low cost. We 

categorize existing protocols into two classes: single tag authentication protocols 

and multiple tags authentication protocols. Interested readers can refer to recent 

survey papers [1], [3], [13], [14] for more details.

  Several authentication protocols for single tag have been proposed in the 

literature [4]-[12], [15]-[17], [25], [28], [42], [43], [45]-[48]. Early work by 

Weis et al. [4] required cryptographic hash functions to perform RFID 
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authentication such that an adversary cannot track the movement of a tag by 

repeatedly querying and comparing values received from the tag reply. However, 

the procedures of RFID authentication use the real IDs of RFID tags. An 

adversary may compromise a tag and derive all the important information by 

physical attack. Furthermore, an adversary can counterfeit RFID tags or track the 

objects attached with RFID tags. Molnar and Wagner [18] pointed out that the 

randomized hash functions do not defend against an eavesdropper. An adversary 

can impersonate the RFID tag to fool a reader by intercepting and learning the 

tag reply during the communication between reader and tag. The authors 

suggested that both the reader and tag need to contribute a random number. 

However, it does not consider the case of a compromised reader. An adversary 

is able to obtain the secret information of each tag stored in the reader. Our 

protocol addresses this vulnerability.

  Henrici and Muller [16] proposed a protocol by using the hashed session 

number. It prevents replay attacks since the session number is incremented 

every time the tag is read. But this protocol can still be compromised because 

of the attacks based on the non-randomness of transmitted information, 

refreshment avoidance, and database de-synchronization. The protocol proposed 

by Tsudik [5] uses monotonically increasing timestamps to provide tag 

authentication. As we know, only using timestamps is inadequate for 

authentication. It is vulnerable to replay attacks since an adversary can send a 

series of future timestamps to the tag and record its responses. When the times 

in these timestamps eventually become true, the adversary can respond to 

requests from the reader without the tag presence. Protocol of Lee et al. [6] 

uses both XOR and hash chains to authenticate tags and readers. Protocol of 

Yang et al. [7] has its own freshly generated random bit vectors (rA, rB). They 

can prevent lots of kinds of attacks such as replay attack, man-in-the-middle 

attack, and so on. However, the real IDs are still operated in the procedures of 

authentication. 

  Some commercially available RFID tags can perform cryptographic 

challenge-response protocols [19]. Such tags offer resistance to attacks 
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involving skimming and cloning. They cost significantly more than the basic and 

passive tags. Therefore, they are viable only for niche applications like consumer 

payments.  

  Lopez et al. proposed a series of lightweight authentication protocols 

[9]-[11], where the tags involve only simple bit-wise operations like XOR, AND, 

OR, and addition mod 2m. These protocols are very efficient and utilize the 

pseudonyms instead of the real IDs of the tags to perform the authentication. 

Unfortunately, these schemes are not very robust. They cannot provide strong 

privacy and security. In particular, Li and Wang [23] and Li and Deng [24] 

pointed out Lopez’s protocols cannot withstand the de-synchronization attack 

and the disclosure attack. Chien [25] also found that the previous schemes 

[9]-[11] only provide weak authentication and weak integrity protection, which 

make them vulnerable to various attacks. Hence, Chien proposed a new RFID 

authentication protocol termed SASI [25], which can provide strong 

authentication and strong integrity by using only bit-wise operations. However, 

Cao et al. [26], Phan [27], and D’Arco et al. [44] pointed out SASI is 

insecure. It may be quite dangerous using only simple bit-wise operations to 

achieve RFID authentication under powerful adversarial model. Their works 

reported the de-synchronization attack, man-in-the-middle attack, tracing attack, 

and disclosure attack on SASI. Cao et al. [26] also claimed that SASI does not 

support forward security and further emphasized that the assertion of the SASI 

protocol that it provides mutual authentication is incorrect. An attacker can easily 

replay old messages and impersonates a reader, since the tag does not support 

random number generator to generate a challenge nonce. 

A serverless RFID authentication protocol (SLRAP) is proposed by Tan et al. 

[28]. It can provide mutual authentication between the RFID reader and RFID 

tag without the need for a persistent central database. However, the reader 

needs to achieve an access list of tags from certificate authority (CA) before the 

mutual authentication. It constrains the authentication flexibility. Moreover, for 

each authentication, the server needs to traverse its database to perform hash 

operation. It is really a heavy computation burden for the server especially when 
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the number of tag is large. In addition, SLRAP does not provide 

de-synchronization resistance and forward security. Recently, some enhanced 

RFID authentication protocols are proposed in [42], [43], [45]-[48]. However, 

the security and privacy protections of these protocols are weak.  

Another research aspect of RFID authentication is multiple tags authentication, 

which is briefly discussed in this paragraph. We'd like to emphasize that our 

paper focuses only on a novel single tag authentication protocol, which provides 

strong privacy and security. However, it is worth studying multiple tags 

authentication protocols in order to better understand RFID technology in the 

applications of privacy and security. The earliest work of multiple tags 

authentication is "Yoking-Proofs" proposed by Juels [20], which gives a proof 

that a pair of authentic RFID tags has been scanned simultaneously. Saito and 

Sakurai [21] pointed out that "Yoking-Proofs" cannot resist replay attacks and 

presented a new multiple tags authentication called grouping proof. In order to 

avoid the replay attack, they suggested performing the authentication by using 

timestamps. Later, Piramuthu [22] showed that grouping proof can still not 

withstand the replay attack. Piramuthu improved "Yoking-Proof" and grouping 

proof, and mentioned that his modified proof is able to prevent the replay 

attack. The idea is to ensure that the inputs to a tag are based on parameters 

that are necessary for the other tag, and to create dependence of the tags on 

each other. In this case, they cannot be processed separately in the proof 

without the presence of the other tag. 
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3. Security Model and Definitions

3.1. Modeling the System

An RFID system is made up of entities (back-end server, readers, and tags) 

as well as communication channels. Note here that the information contained by 

the back-end server and the readers is secure as these devices do not have 

particular restrictions and can therefore make use of appropriate cryptographic 

techniques. The communication channel between the readers and the back-end 

server is assumed to be secure. As a consequence, the readers and the 

backend server are often considered as a single and unique entity in the 

security analysis (denoted by R). However, the communication channel between 

the readers and the tags is susceptible to all possible attacks. Adversaries can 

totally control the communications between the readers and the tags. In this 

paper, we assume that passive RFID tags have poor electronic power provided 

by interrogating readers and only can perform light calculations. The memory in 

the tag is not resilient against tampering attacks. The notations used in this 

paper are summarized in Table 1.
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Symbol Description

R RFID reader 

 Random number generated by R

T RFID tag 

 Random number generated by T 

ID Static identity of T 

 Pseudonym of T  

 Secret key of T 

A Adversary

 Protocol session identifier

P An RFID authentication protocol 

BS Back-end server 

 Negligible function of 

 Hash functions: →

⊕ Exclusive-OR (XOR) operation

Table 1 Notations

 

3.2. Adversary Model

In this subsection, we present the formalization of the adversarial model in 

order to analyze the security of the proposed protocol and show the security 

proof. Our model is mainly based on [35], [37].

In our model, a reader is denoted by R, a tag is denoted by T , and an 

adversary is denoted by A. We let  be protocol session identifier. Note here 

that a reader can concurrently run several instances of the RFID protocol P 

while a tag can run only one instance of P at a time. Adversary A controls the 

communications between a T and a R by interacting with them as defined by 
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the protocol, formally captured by A's ability to issue queries of the following 

form:

Execute(R , T , ): 

This query models passive attacks, where adversary A gets access to an 

honest execution of the protocol session  between R and T by eavesdropping.

Send1(R , T , , m1): 

This query models active attacks by allowing the adversary A to impersonate 

reader R in the first data-flow of some protocol session  and send a message 

m1 of its choice to tag T .

Send2(T , R , , m2
): 

This query models active attacks by allowing the adversary A to impersonate 

tag T in the second data-flow of some protocol session  and send a message 

m2 of its choice to reader R.

Send3(R , T , , m3
): 

This query models active attacks by allowing the adversary A to impersonate 

reader R in the third data-flow of some protocol session  and send a 

message m
3
 of its choice to tag T .

Corrupt(T , ): 

This query allows the adversary A to learn the content of the tag T ’s 

memory in some protocol session . This query can be used only once such 

that Execute, Send1, Send2 and Send3 can no longer be used after. This kind of 

attack is possible in view that RFID tags are typically not designed to be 

tamper-resistant, thus once tags are deployed it is possible for an adversary to 

tamper with the tag to read from its memory in which stored secrets are kept. 

We assume that tampering with a tag destroys it so that it no longer circulates 

in nature. This attack is an invasive one that is much stronger than active 
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attacks captured by the Send∗ (∗ ∈ {1, 2, 3}) queries, because Corrupt 

queries mean that the adversary has physical access to the tag, compared to 

Send∗ (∗ ∈ {1, 2, 3}) queries where the adversary has access only to the 

communication channel between the reader and the tag. Indeed, in the event 

that Corrupt queries are possible, i.e., the adversary can read and tamper with 

the tag’s memory, the most that can still be offered is that security of previously 

completed sessions are not compromised. This notion is known as forward 

security.

Test(, T0, T1): 

This query is the only query that does not correspond to any of A’s abilities 

or any real-world event. This query allows to define the indistinguishability-based 

[38], [39] notion of untraceability (UNT). Upon the issuance of a Test query for 

session , then depending on a randomly chosen bit ∈, A is given Tb 

from the set {T0, T1}. Informally, A succeeds if it can guess the bit .

For ease of legibility, we will use E, S1, S2, S3 and C to represent respectively 

the queries Execute, Send1, Send2, Send3 and Corrupt.

3.3. Security Definitions

There are two characterizations in a RFID authentication protocol: security and 

privacy. The former assesses the soundness of authentication. The latter 

property is for the ability to resist to adversaries aiming at tracing or linking 

tags.

In this paper, we are concerned with mutual authentication and untraceability. 

Moreover, the extended security notions of forward-security and 

self-synchronization are also considered. The RFID tag does not have 

tamper-resilient memory, so the adversary can easily obtain the secret data 
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stored in the tag. Forward-secure property is required to protect the tag’s 

previous privacy and security. In addition, communication through wireless 

channel can be easily blocked by adversaries’ attacks or disturbed due to 

transmission failures. Hence, self-synchronization is required to resist the 

de-synchronization attack or recover the status in the case the communication 

between the reader and the tag fails. Note here that the attacks like 

de-synchronization are very difficult to prevent. In this paper, we assume that 

the adversary cannot block the two same messages transmitted between the 

reader and the tag in two consecutive sessions.

Definition 1 (Tag Unforgeability). 

Our definition of tag unforgeability (TUF) for the proposed protocol 

characterizes the ability of adversary ATUF to clone valid-looking tags in an 

RFID system. TUF is defined using the game GTUF played between a malicious 

adversary A
TUF

 and a collection of reader and tag instances, in which A
TUF

 

interacts with the reader and with tags for an arbitrary period of time determined 

by ATUF . ATUF runs the game GTUF whose setting is as follows.

Phase 1 (Learning): 

A
TUF

 is able to send any Execute, Send1, Send2, and Send3 queries at will.

Phase 2 (Challenge):

In the challenge phase, the adversary A
TUF

 has no oracle access to tags. 

A
TUF

 outputs a message to query R until R yields some output .

if R accept then

   output '1' ;

else

   output '0' ;

Then, ATUF terminates the game simulation.
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The goal of A
TUF

 is to cause R to accept. Acceptance in the "challenge" 

phase implies a successfully mounted adversarial attack against the tag 

unforgeability. In particular, a successful adversary is capable of creating a 

freestanding tag that can cause the reader to accept at least once. The success 

of A
TUF

 in winning G
TUF

 and thus breaking the notion of TUF is quantified in 

terms of ATUF's advantage in causing R to output " = 1". This is denoted by 


  where  is the security parameter. Hence, our concrete definition of 

TUF is given as follows:

A protocol in an RFID system with security parameter  is tag unforgeable if:


  Pr 

         
Pr   ≤ 

,

where  is negligible function of 1).

Definition 2 (Reader Unforgeability). 

Reader unforgeability (RUF) is defined using the game G
RUF

 played between a 

malicious adversary ARUF and a collection of reader and tag instances, in which 

ARUF interacts with the reader and with tags for an arbitrary period of time 

determined by A
RUF

 . A
RUF

 runs the game G
RUF

 whose setting is as follows.

Phase 1 (Learning): 

ARUF is able to send any Execute, Send1, Send2, and Send3 queries at will.

1) A function is negligible if it approaches zero faster than the reciprocal of any polynomial 

. More formally,    →   is negligible if for any nonzero polynomial ∙ there 

exists an  such that ∀   .
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Phase 2 (Challenge):

In the challenge phase, the adversary ARUF has no oracle access to readers. 

A
RUF

 outputs a message to query T until T yields some output .

if T accept then

   output '1' ;

else

   output '0' ;

Then, ARUF terminates the game simulation.

The goal of A
RUF

 is to cause T to accept. Acceptance in the "challenge" 

phase implies a successfully mounted adversarial attack against the reader 

unforgeability. In particular, a successful adversary is capable of creating a 

freestanding reader that can cause the tag to accept at least once. The success 

of A
RUF

 in winning G
RUF

 and thus breaking the notion of RUF is quantified in 

terms of A
RUF

’s advantage in causing T to output " = 1". This is denoted by 


  where  is the security parameter. Hence, our concrete definition of 

RUF is given as follows:

A protocol in an RFID system with security parameter  is reader unforgeable 

if:


  Pr 

         
Pr   ≤ 

,

where  is negligible function of .

Definition 3 (Tag Untraceability). 

Our definition of tag untraceability (UNT) for the proposed protocol 

characterizes the ability of adversary AUNT to trace or link tags in an RFID 
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system. UNT is defined using the game G
UNT

 played between a malicious 

adversary AUNT and a collection of reader and tag instances, in which AUNT 

interacts with the reader and with tags for an arbitrary period of time determined 

by A
UNT

 . A
UNT 

runs the game G
UNT

 whose setting is as follows.

Phase 1 (Learning): 

AUNT is able to send any Execute, Send1, Send2, Send3, and Corrupt queries 

at will.

Phase 2 (Challenge):

1. At some point during GUNT , AUNT will choose two fresh tags (T0, T1) to 

be tested and send a Test query corresponding to this. Fresh means that the 

tags have not been issued any Corrupt query. Depending on a randomly chosen 

bit  ∈ {0, 1}, AUNT is given a tag Tb from the set {T0, T1}.

2. AUNT continues making any Execute, Send1, Send2, Send3, and Corrupt 

queries, subjected to the restriction that the tag T
0
 and T

1
 are not issued any 

Corrupt query.

Phase 3 (Guessing):

Eventually, A
UNT

 terminates the game simulation and outputs a bit ′, which is 

its guess of the value of .

The goal of AUNT is to guess the correct value of . The correct output of ′ 

in the "guessing" phase implies a successfully mounted adversarial attack against 

the tag untraceability. The success of A
UNT

 in winning G
UNT

 and thus breaking 

the notion of UNT is quantified in terms of AUNT’s advantage in distinguishing 

whether AUNT received T0 or T1, i.e., it correctly guesses . This is denoted by 


  where  is the security parameter. Hence, our concrete definition of 

UNT is given as follows:
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A protocol in an RFID system with security parameter  is tag untraceable if:


   Pr  

       
 Pr ′   ≤ 

,

where  is negligible function of . We subtract 1/2 here as the adversary 

can trivially guess bit  successfully with probability 1/2.

Definition 4 (Forward Security). 

Our definition of forward security (FS) for the proposed protocol characterizes 

the ability of adversary A
FS

 to obtain the tag's previous secret keys when A
FS

 

corrupts the tag. FS is defined using the game GFS played between a malicious 

adversary AFS and a collection of reader and tag instances, in which AFS 

interacts with the reader and with tags for an arbitrary period of time determined 

by A
FS

. A
FS

 runs the game G
FS

 whose setting is as follows.

Phase 1 (Learning): 

A
FS

 is able to send any Execute, Send1, Send2, Send3, and Corrupt queries 

at will.

Phase 2 (Challenge):

A
FS

 starts a new session , during which A
FS

 chooses a fresh tag T to be 

challenged and sends it a Corrupt query to obtain its secret key . Fresh 

means that the tag has not been issued any Corrupt query before.

Phase 3 (Guessing):

Eventually, AFS terminates the game simulation and outputs ′   , which is 

its guess of the value of the previous key   of T . Note here that 

     ∙2).
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The goal of AFS is to guess the correct value of  . The correct output of  ′  

in the "guessing" phase implies a successfully mounted adversarial attack against 

the forward security. The success of A
FS

 in winning G
FS

 and thus breaking the 

notion of FS is quantified in terms of AFS’s advantage in guessing the correct 

value of the previous key   of T . This is denoted by  
  where  is the 

security parameter. Hence, our concrete definition of FS is given as follows:

A protocol in an RFID system with security parameter  is forward secure if:


  Pr  

        
Pr ′     ∙ 
≤ 

,

where  is negligible function of .

2) Update denotes some key updating function. '∙ ' denotes some related input of function 

Update.
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4. SRAP: A Secure RFID Authentication Protocol

In this section, we elaborate the novel RFID authentication protocol-SRAP. Our 

protocol works under the model defined in Section 3. We suppose that the RFID 

tag has a random number generator, XOR gates and a re-writeable memory like 

EEPROM. We let    →   be a random oracle. Note that the random 

oracle model is used as a mathematical model of a perfect hash function. 

Intuitively, it captures the intuition that we should not be able to extract any 

information from how a hash function computes its hash. As we know, a hash 

function is a powerful and computational efficient cryptographic tool. According 

to [29], a hash function can be implemented with only about 1.7K gates, which 

satisfies the requirement of highly resource-constrained low-cost RFID tags.

In SRAP, RFID tags substitute pseudonyms for real IDs in communications. If a 

tag uses one pseudonym all the time, it will not help to defend against passive 

attacks, because the pseudonym will be analyzed the same way as its real ID. 

Therefore, each tag should use dynamic pseudonyms instead. For this purpose, 

each tag has to update its pseudonym after each successful authentication. 

Moreover, it is worth noting that tag memories are not assumed to be 

tamper-proof. RFID tags cannot be trusted to securely store long-term share 

secrets [4]. Hence, it is necessary for the tag to execute secret key update 

after each successful authentication, which will be explained in detail below.

In SRAP, each RFID tag pre-shares a static identity (ID), a pseudonym ( ), 

and a secret  with the backend server. We assume that the length of each of 

ID,   and  is  bits. That is, the memory size of a RIFD tag is only 3 bits. In 

accordance with [4], a 96-bit ID including the identifying data of the 

manufacturer, brand, model and a unique serial number would suffice for most 

applications. Hence, in practice, a RFID tag with only 288-bit re-writeable 
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memory size can be utilized to perform the authentication. In order to withstand 

the replay attack, the random numbers  and  will be changed each session. 

Also, the length of a random number is  bits. Meanwhile, in order to resist the 

possible de-synchronization attack, the back-end server will actually keep two 

entries of ( , ). One is for the old values and the other is for the potential 

next values. Hence, the back-end server stores five values for each tag:  , 

,   ,   and the static ID. This arrangement will become obvious when 

we introduce the protocol and analyze the possible attacks. We'd like to 

emphasize that the attacks like de-synchronization are very difficult to prevent. 

In this paper, we assume that the adversary cannot block the two same 

messages transmitted between the reader and the tag in two consecutive 

sessions.

4.1. Efficient RFID Authentication Protocol

The protocol can be divided into three phase: initial phase, tag authentication 

phase, and reader authentication phase. The details of the protocol are shown in 

Table 2.
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Back-end Sever/Reader RFID Tag

Protocol session  Protocol session  



   Random number generated by R

Send 

 


  

Compute 

 ⊕⊕⊕ 

   
 Send    

Tag authentication

Match   and find out 

Compute

  ⊕⊕
⊕  

Verify   

  if    accept and set  ←

  else compute

       ⊕⊕
 ⊕ 

    if     accept and set  ←

    else set  ←

if    and    

compute    ⊕ ⊕

if    and     

compute     ⊕ 
 ⊕

 

if    

Pick 

   and set   

Send 



Table 2 SRAP Protocol
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Back-end Sever/Reader RFID Tag




Reader authentication

Compute  ′ ⊕⊕

if  ′   accept and set  ←

else set  ← and reject

Pseudonym and key update Pseudonym and key update

if     if    

  Compute    ⊕⊕   Compute  ′  ⊕⊕

              ⊕ ⊕             ′ ⊕⊕

  and set   ←   ←    and set  ←  ′

            ← ←             ←  ′

            ←               ←  

else keep the status else keep the status

Table 2 SRAP Protocol (Continue)
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Initial Phase: 

Initially, the reader (the back-end server)3) starts a protocol session by 

sending a "request" with a random number   to the tag. After receiving the 

message from the reader, the tag also generates a random number   , and 

further calculates the value of   by the following equation: 

  ⊕⊕⊕.

Tag Authentication Phase: 

The tag sends the message     to the reader, but keeps  secret. The 

reader keeps five values for each tag:  , ,   ,   and ID. The entry 

of ( , ) is for the old values while the entry of (  ,  ) is for the 

potential next values. For example, in protocol session ,   and  delegate the 

potential next values while    and   denote the old values. After receiving 

the message    , the reader checks its memory to match the tag's 

response   using the potential next value and find out the corresponding secret 

key. And then, the reader computes   ⊕⊕
⊕ to check whether 

  equals  . If   , the reader authenticates the tag and sets   ′ ′ . If 

 ≠ , the reader further calculates    ⊕⊕
 ⊕  using the 

old values and checks whether    equals  . Under this condition, if 

   , the reader still can authenticate the tag and set   ′ ′ . Otherwise, 

the reader sets   ′ ′ . Based on the value of  , the reader computes   and 

sends it to the tag. After that, the reader performs pseudonym and key update4), 

where the pseudonym   and the secret  are both updated. The whole process 

is specified in Table 2.

3) Note that the reader and the back-end server are often considered as a single entity. We 

assume that the reader can securely access to the data base in the server. For ease of 

legibility, we will use "reader" to represent "reader and server".

4) We do not consider the process of pseudonym and key update as an individual phase. In 

fact, the processes of pseudonym and key update are performed in tag authentication 

phase and reader authentication phase, respectively.
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Reader Authentication Phase: 

The reader sends   to the tag. To authenticate the reader, the tag needs to 

compute  ′  ⊕⊕ and verifies whether the equation  ′   can hold. 

If the tag confirms  ′   , it makes sure that the reader is the authentic RFID 

reader and sets   ′ ′ . Otherwise, the tag rejects and sets   ′ ′ . After the 

authentication, the tag performs pseudonym and key update as specified in 

Table 2.
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5. Security Analysis

5.1. Security Proof  

In this subsection, we analyze the security of the proposed protocol and show 

the security proofs according to the security requirements defined in Section 3.

As we see, the security of our system depends most critically on the 

key-length parameter . This parameter determines the probability with which an 

adversary may guess unknown keys in the system. To simplify our proofs, we 

assume that successful guessing of any key by the adversary results in defeat 

of the security properties of our protocol.

For the proofs of the theorems below, we begin by defining a special 

adversary A* (benign adversary) with restricted capabilities. This adversary must 

deliver all reader-to-tag and tag-to-reader messages faithfully, that is, to the 

correct recipient and without any modification. A* must deliver messages 

corresponding to a specific tag in their correct order. Like A, the adversary A* 

may cause a reader to initiate a session, i.e., yield a first-flow output at any 

time that the reader is not already engaged in an active session. Thus, A* may 

be regarded essentially as an honest-but-curious adversary. Our proof strategy 

is to show that a real-world adversary A can effectively do little more than the 

special adversary A* [40], [41]. In other words, we will show that the 

probability that A's behavior is not simulable by A* is negligible. As a result, 

the following theorems are shown.

Theorem 1. (Tag Unforgeability) 

The proposed protocol is tag unforgeable if hash function   is a random 

oracle.
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Proof of Theorem 1.  

We are given a real world adversary ATUF and a benign adversary A*
TUF . In 

order to demonstrate that A
TUF

 gains no knowledge from its interaction in the 

real RFID system, we will show that the probability that A
TUF

's behavior is not 

simulable by A*
TUF in game GTUF is negligible.

If ATUF's behavior is not simulable by A*
TUF in game GTUF , then one of the 

following conditions must occur at some point in the course of the game:

1). ATUF sends Send2 query to R and passes the tag verification: Suppose 

that A
TUF

 can make at most  Send2 queries to R. Given that   is a -bit 

value, then the probability that ATUF can successfully guess the correct   and 

pass the tag verification is at most .

2). ATUF sends Send3 query to T and passes the reader verification: Suppose 

that A
TUF

 can make at most  Send3 queries to T . Given that   is a -bit 

value, then the probability that A
TUF

 can successfully guess the correct   and 

pass the reader verification is at most .

3). ATUF submits to   a query of the form {·, }: Suppose that ATUF can 

make at most  queries to  . Given that   is a random oracle, its outputs 

reveal no information about secret keys. Hence, the probability that A
TUF

 can 

successfully submit a query of the form {·, } is at most .

Thus A
TUF

's behavior is not simulable by A*
TUF

 with probability at most 

, which is negligible for polynomially bounded ATUF .

Theorem 2. (Reader Unforgeability) 

The proposed protocol is reader unforgeable if hash function   is a random 
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oracle.

Proof of Theorem 2.  

We are given a real world adversary A
RUF

 and a benign adversary A*
RUF

 . In 

order to demonstrate that A
RUF

 gains no knowledge from its interaction in the 

real RFID system, we will show that the probability that ARUF's behavior is not 

simulable by A*
RUF in game GRUF is negligible.

If A
RUF

's behavior is not simulable by A*
RUF

 in game G
RUF

 , then one of the 

following conditions must occur at some point in the course of the game:

1). ARUF sends Send2 query to R and passes the tag verification: Suppose 

that A
RUF

 can make at most  Send2 queries to R. Given that   is a -bit 

value, then the probability that A
RUF

 can successfully guess the correct   and 

pass the tag verification is at most .

2). ARUF sends Send3 query to T and passes the reader verification: Suppose 

that ARUF can make at most  Send3 queries to T . Given that   is a -bit 

value, then the probability that A
RUF

 can successfully guess the correct   and 

pass the reader verification is at most .

3). A
TUF

 submits to   a query of the form {·, }: Suppose that A
RUF

 can 

make at most  queries to  . Given that   is a random oracle, its outputs 

reveal no information about secret keys. Hence, the probability that A
RUF

 can 

successfully submit a query of the form {·, } is at most .

Thus A
RUF

's behavior is not simulable by A*
RUF

 with probability at most 

, which is negligible for polynomially bounded A
RUF

 .

Theorem 3. (Tag Untraceability) 

The proposed protocol is tag untraceable if hash function   is a random 
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oracle.

Proof of Theorem 3.  

We are given a real world adversary A
UNT

 and a benign adversary A*
UNT

 . In 

the challenge phase, in order to demonstrate that A
UNT

 gains no knowledge 

from its interaction with Tb (b ∈ {0, 1}) in the real RFID system, we will show 

that the probability that AUNT's behavior is not simulable by A*
UNT in game 

G
UNT

 is negligible.

If A
UNT

's behavior is not simulable by A*
UNT 

in game G
UNT

 , then one of the 

following conditions must occur at some point in the course of the game:

1). A
UNT

 sends Send2 query to R and passes the tag T
0
 or T

1
 verification: 

Suppose that AUNT can make at most  Send2 queries to R. Given that   is a 

-bit value, then the probability that A
UNT

 can successfully guess the correct   

and pass the tag T
0
 or T

1
 verification is at most .

2). A
UNT

 sends Send3 query to T and passes the reader verification: Suppose 

that AUNT can make at most  Send3 queries to T . Given that   is a -bit 

value, then the probability that AUNT can successfully guess the correct   and 

pass the reader verification is at most .

3). A
UNT

 submits to   a query of the form {·, } or {·, }5): Suppose that 

AUNT can make at most  queries to  . Given that   is a random oracle, its 

outputs reveal no information about secret keys. Hence, the probability that 

AUNT can successfully submit a query of the form {·, } or {·, } is at most 

.

Thus A
UNT

's behavior is not simulable by A*
UNT

 with probability at most 

5)   and   denote the secret keys of T
0
 and T

1
.
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, which is negligible for polynomially bounded AUNT .

Theorem 4. (Forward Security) 

The proposed protocol is forward secure if hash function   is a random 

oracle.

Proof of Theorem 4.  

We are given a real world adversary A
FS

 and a benign adversary A*
FS

 . In 

order to demonstrate that AFS gains no knowledge from its interaction in the 

real RFID system, we will show that the probability that AFS's behavior is not 

simulable by A*
FS

 in game G
FS

 is negligible.

If A
FS

's behavior is not simulable by A*
FS

 in game G
FS

 , then one of the 

following conditions must occur at some point in the course of the game:

1). A
FS

 sends Send2 query to R and passes the tag verification: Suppose 

that AFS can make at most  Send2 queries to R. Given that  is a -bit 

value, then the probability that A
FS

 can successfully guess the correct   and 

pass the tag verification is at most .

2). A
FS

 sends Send3 query to T and passes the reader verification: Suppose 

that AFS can make at most  Send3 queries to T . Given that   is a -bit 

value, then the probability that AFS can successfully guess the correct   and 

pass the reader verification is at most .

3). A
FS

 submits to   a query of the form {·, }: Suppose that A
FS

 can 

make at most  queries to  . Given that   is a random oracle, its outputs 

reveal no information about secret keys. Hence, the probability that AFS can 

successfully submit a query of the form {·, } is at most .
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4). A
FS

 guesses the correct value of  : Given that   is a random oracle, the 

output of   is random distribution in the view of AFS. AFS can obtain  by 

sending a Corrupt query in protocol session , but the probability that A
FS

 can 

successfully guess the correct   is at most .

Thus A
FS

's behavior is not simulable by A*
FS

 with probability at most 

, which is negligible for polynomially bounded A
FS

 .

5.2. Security Discussion  

Except the basic mutual authentication, tag untraceability and forward-security, 

our protocol satisfies other security properties such as de-synchronization attack 

resistance, replay attack resistance and disclosure attack resistance. We give a 

simple discussion below.

5.2.1. De-synchronization Attack Resistance 

In de-synchronization attacks, attacker can modify the shared data to make 

the server and the tag out of synchronization without being noticed. However, in 

our protocol, the attacker cannot change the data without being noticed, since 

the calculations of   and   explicitly involve the random numbers (, ), the 

pseudonym ( ) and the secret (), which makes the calculation authenticity and 

integrity. Any slight modification of the data will result in the failure of the 

authentication. In addition, in our protocol, the adversary can intercept and block 

the data   sent by the reader to make the server updates its local data while 

the tag does not. Fortunately, this cannot cause trouble to our protocol, 

because the server keeps two entries of ( , ). One is for the old values ( , 

) and the other is for the potential next values (   ,  ). The back-end 

server will first verify the tag using the potential next values. If   , the server 
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will continue the next steps of the tag authentication phase. If not, the server 

will try to verify the tag using the old values. Therefore, in our protocol, even 

though the attacker makes the server and the tag out of synchronization, the 

server can still authenticate the tag using the old values. Note that if the 

adversary blocks all response from server to tag through several consecutive 

sessions, and then corrupts the tag, the adversary can de-synchronize the 

update and trace the history of the tag during these sessions. In this paper, we 

assume that the adversary cannot block the two same messages transmitted 

between the reader and the tag in two consecutive sessions.

5.2.2. Replay Attack Resistance 

In our protocol, the random numbers  and  are used to resist the replay 

attack. An eavesdropper could store all the messages interchanged between the 

reader and the tag. After that, the attacker may replay the response   from a 

tag. However, the back-end server will find the invalidity of the replay value, 

because the random numbers generated from the reader and the tag are 

updated each session.

5.2.3. Disclosure Attack Resistance 

Under the disclosure attack, an adversary can deduce partial information of the 

response from the tag through slightly modifying the challenge from the reader 

[23]. In SRAP, any slight modification on the transmission will be detected. 

Therefore, our protocol can resist the disclosure attack.

A simple comparison of the privacy and security properties among the 

proposed SRAP and the previous works [28], [42], [43] is given in Table 3. 

SLRAP proposed by Tan [28] is a serverless RFID authentication protocol, which 

provides mutual authentication without the need for a persistent central 
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database. However, the reader needs to achieve an access list of tags from 

certificate authority (CA) before the mutual authentication. It constrains the 

authentication flexibility. In addition, SLRAP does not provide de-synchronization 

resistance and forward security. Recently, some enhanced RFID authentication 

protocols are proposed in [42], [43]. However, the security and privacy 

protections of these protocols are still weak. From the comparison Table 3, we 

conclude that our proposed protocol can provide the strongest privacy and 

security protections. We'd like to emphasize that using only simple bit-wise 

operations to achieve RFID authentication may be quite dangerous [26]. Early 

works proposed by Lopez [9]-[11] are not robust. [23]-[25] pointed out 

Lopez’s series is vulnerable to various attacks. SASI proposed by Chien [25] is 

also weak. Many researches [26], [27], [44] pointed out SASI is insecure, even 

though it is quite lightweight. Their works reported the de-synchronization attack, 

man-in-the-middle attack, tracking attack, and disclosure attack on SASI. In 

addition, SASI does not support forward security, and the mutual authentication 

in SASI is incorrect. 

SLRAP[28] He's[42] Rahman's[43] SRAP

Tracking attack 

resistance
Yes6) No No Yes

Forward security No7) Yes Yes Yes

De-synchronization 

attack resistance
No No No Yes

Cloning attack 

resistance
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Disclosure attack 

resistance
Yes No No Yes

Table 3 A Simple Comparison of the Privacy and Security 

Properties

6) "Yes" denotes that the property is satisfied.

7) "No" denotes that the property is not satisfied.
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6. Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed scheme in terms 

of computational cost, communication cost and storage requirement. In 

particular, the proposed protocol is able to provide strong privacy and security 

with low computational cost. Tables 4-6 summarize the comparison results of 

the proposed SRAP and the previous works [28], [42], [43]. From Tables 4-6, 

we can find that our protocol SRAP requires only little resources to perform the 

authentication.

6.1. Computational Cost  

Passive RFID tags are very limited devices with only a small amount of 

memory and very constrained computational capability. As we know, the 

computational cost in RFID system consists of the hash operation cost and the 

bit-wise operation cost. However, the hash operation cost is much higher than 

the bit-wise operation cost. Compared with the hash operation cost, the 

bit-wise operation cost is negligible. Therefore, in the comparison of 

computational cost, we ignore the bit-wise operation cost since only the hash 

operation cost dominates the computational cost. In our protocol, for each 

session, the RFID tag requires only 4 hash operations and 9 bit-wise operations. 

Similarly, the back-end server needs the same number of hash operation and 

bit-wise operation. Hence, it is easy to infer that the RFID system in our 

scheme only needs 8 hash operations and 18 bit-wise operations in all. 

Observed from Table 4, our scheme dramatically reduces the computational cost 

compared with [28], [42] and [43]. In particular, in [28], [42] and [43], the 
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RFID system requires ,  and  hash operations, respectively. In their 

protocols, in order to authenticate the tag, the server needs to perform hash 

operation for each shared key material to match the message transmitted from 

the tag. When the number of tag is large, our scheme will be more efficient. 

Note that the computational cost of our scheme is higher than that of Lopez’s 

series [9]-[11] and SASI [25] where only bit-wise operations exist, however 

the privacy and security of our scheme is much more robust than that of 

Lopez’s series and SASI. We insist that it is quite dangerous using only simple 

bit-wise operations to achieve RFID authentication. In a word, our protocol SRAP 

can be efficiently implemented into the RFID applications and provide strong 

privacy and security.

Computational cost

SLRAP 
[28]

He's 
[42]

Rahman's 
[43] SRAP

No. of hash operation  8)   8

No. of bit-wise operation 2 0   18

Table 4 A Comparison of the Computational Cost

6.2. Communication Cost 

Regarding the communication cost, we only need to count the messages 

transmitted between the tag and the reader, which contributes most of the 

communication cost. It is easy to find that only five messages are transmitted 

between the tag and the reader, which are   ,  ,  ,   and  . Each of 

them is -bit length, so the total communication demand is  bits. Seen from 

the Table 5, our protocol needs low communication cost.

8)  is the number of tags.  is assumed to be larger than 10.
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SLRAP 
[28]

He's 
[42]

Rahman's 
[43] SRAP

Communication cost 9)   

Table 5 A Comparison of the Communication Cost

6.3. Storage Requirement 

The storage requirement for each tag in RFID system is composed of the 

memory size on tag and the memory size for each tag on server. In our 

protocol, for each session, the tag needs to store  ,  and ID, which are  

bits in all. Meanwhile, the server needs to keep  ,   , ,   and ID, 

which are  bits in total. Therefore, the storage requirement for each tag in our 

protocol is only . However, the storage requirement for each tag in [28], [42] 

and [43] is ,  and  respectively, where the memory size on tag is ,  

and  respectively, and the memory size for each tag on server is ,  and  

respectively. Observed from Table 6, we can know that our protocol requires the 

least storage requirement for each tag.

SLRAP 
[28]

He's 
[42]

Rahman's 
[43]

SRAP

Storage requirement for 

each tag
   

Table 6 A Comparison of the Storage Requirement

9)  is the bit length of one pseudonym, one random number, one secret key, or one static 

ID.
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7. Conclusion

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is the latest technology for object 

identification, which plays an important role in manufacturing, supply chain 

management and retail inventory control. Given the myriad essential application 

areas where RFID can be beneficially used, it also leaves ample opportunities for 

adversaries to trick the system. Due to the limited computational capabilities of 

RFID tags, the privacy and security issues of RFID are important and 

challenging. Lots of authentication protocols have been proposed to enhance the 

privacy and security of RFID. We believe, in the near future, RFID tags will 

become ubiquitous just like barcodes.

In this paper, we proposed SRAP, an secure RFID authentication protocol 

providing strong privacy and security with low cost. Our protocol utilizes the 

pseudonym rather than the real ID of the tag to perform the authentication. It is 

impossible for an adversary to identify the tag and track the tag. The major 

advantage of SRAP is that SRAP can withstand different types of attacks with 

low cost, which satisfies the requirement of highly resource-constrained RFID 

tags. It is worth noting that SRAP requires only 8 hash operations and 18 

bit-wise operations for computational cost. Meanwhile the communication cost 

and storage requirement in SRAP are all less than that in the previous 

researches. We conclude that out protocol is more robust and efficient. These 

excellent features make it very attractive to low-cost RFID applications.
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